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user perception of progress bar behavior. The results are
then analyzed to classify behaviors that perceptually speed
up or slow down process execution. We conclude with several design suggestions, which can be applied to applications that employ progress bars and contribute to an overall
more responsive, pleasant and human-centric computing
experience.

ABSTRACT

Progress bars are prevalent in modern user interfaces.
Typically, a linear function is employed such that the progress of the bar is directly proportional to how much work
has been completed. However, numerous factors cause
progress bars to proceed at non-linear rates. Additionally,
humans perceive time in a non-linear way. This paper explores the impact of various progress bar behaviors on user
perception of process duration. The results are used to suggest several design considerations that can make progress
bars appear faster and ultimately improve users’ computing
experience.

RELATED WORK

Myers investigates the impact of progress indicators on
user experience in graphical user interfaces [10]. He concludes that users have a strong preference for progress indicators during long tasks, and, overall, find them useful.
Conn explores the concept of time affordance in [4], which
enumerates a series of properties of an ideal progress bar.
The exemplar offers users an accurate and understandable
method for gauging progress in interactive systems. Conn
also defines another concept, the time tolerance window,
which is the length of time a user is wiling to wait before
deciding a task is not making adequate progress. Conn goes
on to describe that predicative algorithms could be applied
to set user expectations for longer waits, essentially reporting progress in a non-linear method to enhance the user
experience.
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INTRODUCTION

Most software packages employ progress bars to visualize
the status of an ongoing process. Users rely on progress
bars to verify that an operation is proceeding successfully
and to estimate its completion time [10]. Typically, a linear
function is applied such that the advancement of a progress
bar is directly proportional to the amount of work that has
been completed. However, estimating progress can be difficult for complex or multi-stage processes. Varying disk,
memory, processor, bandwidth and other factors complicate
this further. Consequently, progress bars often exhibit nonlinear behaviors, such as acceleration, deceleration, and
pauses.

Fredrickson et al. [5] suggest that duration has little effect
on how pleasant an affective experience is rated (duration
neglect). Instead, perception is most heavily influenced by
salient features (both good and bad) during the experience
and at the conclusion of the experience (peak-and-end effects). This occurs because humans do not remember experiences in a consistent and linear way, but rather recall
events selectively and with various biases [1,7]. Duration
neglect and peak-and-end effects can be seen in a variety of
domains, including medicine, economics, advertising and
human computer interaction (e.g., [11], [9], [2] and [6] respectively).

Furthermore, humans do not perceive the passage of time in
a linear way [1,3,7]. This, coupled with the irregular behavior of progress bars, causes human perception of process
duration to vary. An understanding of which behaviors perceptually shorten or lengthen process duration can be used
to engineer a progress bar that appears faster, even though
the actual duration remains unchanged. This paper describes an experiment that sought to identify patterns in
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We identified and developed eight non-linear functions that
embodied different progress behaviors. A linear function
was included as a baseline for comparison. Table 1 and
Figure 1 describe the behaviors of each progress function.
To test the human perception of these functions, an experimental application was developed that simultaneously presented two progress bars to the user (Figure 2). The progress bars ran in series; when the first progress bar completed the second began automatically. The duration of
each progress bar was kept at a constant 5.5 seconds to act

Name

Description

Rate Trend

Acceleration

Function

Linear

Progresses linearly

Constant

None

f(x) = x

Early Pause

Almost linear; large pause around 25% Speeds up

Unstable near beginning f(x) = x+(1-sin(x**2+/2))/-8

Late Pause

Almost linear; large pause around 75% Slows down

Unstable near end

f(x) = x+(1-sin(x**2+/2))/8

Slow Wavy

Three large steps separated by pauses Constant

Highly unstable

f(x) = x+sin(x**5)/20

Fast Wavy

Increments in small, quick steps

Constant

Highly unstable

f(x) = x+sin(x**20)/80

Power

Accelerates

Speeds up

Constant

f(x) = (x+(1-x)*0.03)2

Inverse Power

Decelerates

Slows down

Constant

f(x) = 1+(1-x)1.5 *-1

Fast Power

Rapidly accelerates

Speeds up

Stable

f(x) = (x+(1-x)/2)8

Slows down

Stable

f(x) = 1+(1-x)3 *-1

Inv. Fast Power Rapidly decelerates
Table 1: The nine experimental progress functions.

as a control. The interface provided three response buttons
that allowed users to select if the first or second progress
bar appeared to be faster or if they were equal in duration.
Another button enabled the user to replay each trial before
proceeding to the subsequent pair of progress bars. Once an
answer was provided, the next trial was initiated. The response and replay buttons could be pressed at anytime.

began to lose interest after approximately 50 sets of progress bars. To maintain subject attention and ensure a high
level of response integrity, we decided to present all unique
pairings of the nine progress functions (36 trials) along
with the functions paired with themselves (9 trials) for a
total of 45 trials per user. This kept the total task time under
15 minutes. The order of presentation was counterbalanced
in two ways. First, a sequence of 45 trials was randomly
selected for each pair of users. Second, within each pair of
users, the order of presentation was reversed for each trial
(i.e., if the first user of the pair saw linear/power, the second would see power/linear).

The java-based application ran on an Apple laptop with a
12” display running at 1024x768. The progress bars were
custom made using Java Graphics2D primitives and were
600x50 pixels in size (approximately 1.2cm x 14.3cm). A
coloration and naming scheme was applied to better visually inform the user: a running progress bar was shown in
blue and titled “running”, while completed progress bars
were colored green and titled “finished.” Users interacted
with the interface via a touchpad with an integrated, single
mouse button.

We recruited 22 participants from two large computer research labs (14 male, 8 female) with a mean age of approximately 37. The experiment took place in the participants’ offices. A brief verbal explanation of the simple
comparison interface was given. Participants were told that
progress bars may proceed at different rates and that they
should select the one that they perceived as fastest or equal
if they appeared to be the same.

Comparing all distinct ordered pairs of the 9 progress functions would have required 81 trials. Initial pilot testing
showed that users found the task to be fairly tedious and

Figure 2: Experiment Interface.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Participants tended to prefer (i.e., perceive as faster)
whichever function they saw first. Of the 990 paired comparisons, the first function was preferred 376 times (38%),
the second 262 times (26%), with no preference 352 times
(36%). This finding is supported by the results of a chisquare test, discussed subsequently.
Participants had strong preferences among the nine functions. For any paired comparison of functions, we assigned

Figure 1: Graphs of the nine progress functions.
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Slow Wavy

0.14 0.23 0.36 0.23 0.36 0.68 0.77

Late Pause

0.05 0.45 0.27 0.27 0.73 0.59

Early Pause

-0.14 0.00 -0.05 0.59 0.50
0.41 -0.05 0.27 0.36
0.05 0.23 0.64

Linear

0.32 0.59

Power

0.00

Table 2: Preference score means for all pairs (orderings combined). Positive values indicate preference for the column label over the row label. Statistically significant results are bolded (p<.05).
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A Hosmer-Lemeshow chi-square test (8.87 with 7 d.f.)
failed to show lack of fit of the model. The parameter ,
estimated to be 0.42 with standard error 0.09, reflects the
tendency for participants to prefer the first function they
saw. The estimated ’s measure the relative preferences
among the functions. Because the probabilities only depend
on differences between the ’s, we fixed the estimated 
for linear at 0 (Figure 4). Standard errors for differences
between ’s ranged between 0.28 and 0.37.
The nine functions clustered cleanly into three groups (Figure 4): three that were perceived as slower than linear, four
that were perceived as near linear, and two which were
perceived faster than linear. Differences between all three
groups were significant but not necessarily significant
within groups. The  for each function differs significantly
at the 0.05 level from each function in any of the other
clusters. The two functions that were perceived as faster
than linear, Power and Fast Power, were both exponential
functions, with the fastest progress occurring near the end
of the process. Slow Wavy, Fast Wavy and Late Pause, the
only functions with pauses near the process conclusion,
were all perceived as slower than linear.

Figure 3: A rough hierarchy of the nine progress
functions. Statistically significant edges are shown
with solid lines (p<.05). Dashed edges show relationships approaching significance. Mean preference scores are labeled on the edges.

Three general findings explain the pattern of estimates,
which are in line with the peak-and-end effects mentioned
previously. First, participants perceived progress bars with
pauses as taking longer to complete (peak effect). Secondly, accelerating progress was strongly favored. The latter two effects had an exaggerated perceptual impact when
located towards the end of the process (end effect). Interestingly, the two factors appear to combine in the case of
Early Pause, making it essentially equivalently preferred to
the linear function.

Figure 4: Number line showing relative distances
from linear, which is centered at 0. Values generated from logistic regression model.
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Fast Power

Power

Linear

Early Pause

Inverse
Power

0.23 0.18 0.36 0.23 0.14 0.41 0.45 0.73

Inverse Power

To combine information efficiently across cells, while controlling for presentation order, we fit a logistic regression
model [8] to the 638 cases where a preference was given.
The probability of preferring Function i to Function j given
that Function i was seen first was modeled as

Inverse
Fast Power

Fast Wavy

Inv. Fast Power

Using the mean preferences scores in Table 2, we generated
a rough ordering of preferences for the nine progress functions, shown in Figure 3.

Late Pause

Slow Wavy

a preference score of +1 if the first function was preferred,
-1 if the second function was preferred, and 0 if the participant had no preference. Table 2 shows mean preference
scores for each of the 36 function pairs. For example, in 22
comparisons of Slow Wavy with Fast Wavy (with each
occurring first 11 times), 10 participants preferred Fast
Wavy, 5 preferred Slow Wavy, and 7 rated the functions as
equal. Consequently, the mean preference score is (10 – 5) /
22 = 0.23. The rows and columns of the table are ordered in
terms of increasing overall preference. Bold values indicate
statistical significance from 0 at the 0.05 level using a 2sided sign test of the null hypothesis that each function was
equally likely to be preferred.

DISCUSSION
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CONCLUSION

Different progress bar behaviors appear to have a significant effect on user perception of process duration. By
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FUTURE WORK

In this experiment, all progress bars completed in 5.5 seconds. However many operations that employ progress bars
have considerably longer runtimes. It would be interesting
to investigate if our findings scale to other durations. Additionally, a study of other progress behaviors and combination of behaviors may uncover new perceptual effects.
Also, an adaptive experiment could be conducted, in which
individual progress bar durations would be dynamically
adjusted to a state where all functions were perceived as
equal in duration. This would allow the relative perceptual
variations to be quantitatively evaluated.
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